
 
 

Tailored Evaluation Guides 

These evaluation guides cannot hope to, nor are they intended to be all inclusive of explosives 
safety regulations. They are intended to help activities navigate the many regulations that mitigate 
the risk of a mishap while handling explosives. Managers and handlers alike should be thoroughly 
familiar with all references and regulations that impact explosives operations.  
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ID# Evaluation Question Reference(s) Chpt Paragraph

Does the installation ensure that MPPEH and MDEH are transferred only to entities or individuals 
that meet all receiver qualifications?

MCO 5090.2 Vol 21 3 030505.a thru 030505.d [  ]Yes [  ]No [  ]N/A70307

Does the installation require an explosives risk evaluation before allowing the receipt, management, 
or processing of MPPEH or MDEH?

MCO 5090.2 Vol 21 3 030505.e [  ]Yes [  ]No [  ]N/A70314

Does the installation ensure that only MDAS is released to the public? MCO 5090.2 Vol 21 3 030505.f [  ]Yes [  ]No [  ]N/A70315

Does the installation verify that a documented evaluation indicates that the receiver of MPPEH or 

MDEH meets applicable requirements prior to the transfer or release from DoD control of such 
material?

MCO 5090.2 Vol 21 3 030506 [  ]Yes [  ]No [  ]N/A70319

Does the installation ensure that a legible copy of the documentation determining the items’ 
explosives safety status (MDAS or MDEH) accompany the material when it is transferred out of DoD 
control?

MCO 5090.2 Vol 21 3 030513 [  ]Yes [  ]No [  ]N/A70329

Does the installation ensure that documentation accompanying the release of material from DoD 
control identifies the following: 

-Does the documentation state that the material does not present an explosives hazard or that it is 
hazardous with the known or suspected explosives hazards stated and is only transferable or 
releasable to a qualified receiver?
-Does the document contains two independent signatures of trained and certified personnel?
-Is the first signatory a technically qualified,  DoD employee or DoD contractor?
-Is the second signatory a technically qualified U.S. citizen and either a DoD employee or a DoD 
contractor?

MCO 5090.2 Vol 21 3 030513 [  ]Yes [  ]No [  ]N/A70330

Does the installation ensure that DLA or QRP have copies of the current CO’s Safe Certification 
Designation letter?

NAVSEA OP 5 Vol 1 13 13-15.7 [  ]Yes [  ]No [  ]N/A70345
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